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Task-Aware Flow Scheduling with Heterogeneous Utility
Characteristics for Data Center Networks
Fang Dong , Xiaolin Guo, Pengcheng Zhou, and Dian Shen
Abstract: With the continuous enrichment of cloud services, an increasing number of applications are being
deployed in data centers. These emerging applications are often communication-intensive and data-parallel, and
their performance is closely related to the underlying network. With their distributed nature, the applications
consist of tasks that involve a collection of parallel flows. Traditional techniques to optimize flow-level metrics are
agnostic to task-level requirements, leading to poor application-level performance. In this paper, we address the
heterogeneous task-level requirements of applications and propose task-aware flow scheduling. First, we model
tasks’ sensitivity to their completion time by utilities. Second, on the basis of Nash bargaining theory, we establish
a flow scheduling model with heterogeneous utility characteristics, and analyze it using Lagrange multiplier method
and KKT condition. Third, we propose two utility-aware bandwidth allocation algorithms with different practical
constraints. Finally, we present Tasch, a system that enables tasks to maintain high utilities and guarantees the
fairness of utilities. To demonstrate the feasibility of our system, we conduct comprehensive evaluations with realworld traffic trace. Communication stages complete up to 1.4 faster on average, task utilities increase up to 2.26,
and the fairness of tasks improves up to 8.66 using Tasch in comparison to per-flow mechanisms.
Key words: data center networks; coflow; flow scheduling; data-intensive applications
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Introduction

With the continuous maturity of cloud computing
technologies and the abundance of cloud services, an
increasing number of applications are being deployed
in the cloud data center environment. These emerging
applications are often communication-intensive and
data-parallel. Network transfer time may consume as
much as 30%–50% of an application’s execution time.
Therefore, the performance of applications is closely
related to the underlying network transfer. This issue
has been attracting considerable attention from industry
and academia recently.
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Conventionally, data center administrators try to
address this issue by scheduling network flows. To this
end, PDQ[1] and pFabric[2] leverage flow scheduling to
minimize flow completion time by tagging priority on
the packets. To guarantee the flow deadline, D3[3] and
D2TCP[4] propose a deadline-aware flow scheduling
scheme to control the flow transfer rates according to
their deadlines.
However, traditional techniques that are used to
optimize flow-level metrics are agnostic to tasklevel requirements. For data-parallel applications,
communication typically involves a collection of
parallel flows. Traditional techniques of optimizing
flow-level metrics do not perform well in optimizing
such collections. Chowdhury et al.[5] proposed
the concept of coflow to capture the distributed
characteristics of data center applications and
accurately described the network communication
requirements of data center applications. As an
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abstraction of data transfer tasks, coflow widely exists
in cluster computing applications for data center
networks. For example, Varys[5] proposes a Smallest
Effective Bottleneck First (SEBF) heuristic algorithm
for inter-coflow scheduling. Aalo[6] studies the same
problem without any prior knowledge of coflows.
All these studies aimed to reduce the average Coflow
Completion Time (CCT) or guarantee predictable
completions within coflow deadlines.
Moreover, flow scheduling should take into account
the heterogeneity of a task’s sensitivity to its completion
time. Given their inherent nature, different tasks have
widely diverging requirements with respect to their
completion times. We call this task’s sensitivity to
task completion time “utility characteristic” and capture
this sensitivity by modeling task utilities directly as
a function of task completion time. Existing coflow
scheduling technologies do not consider the utility
characteristics of tasks. Chen et al.[7] argued that more
network resources should be allocated to accomplish
time-sensitive tasks, allowing them to be completed
earlier, and achieving a higher utility based on their
utility functions. However, they neglected the fairness
of task utilities, which has a great negative impact on the
performance of background tasks with longer tolerance.
Motivated by these observations, in this paper,
we consider task utility characteristics and study
task-aware flow scheduling with heterogeneous task
utility characteristics. Simultaneously, according to
the sensitivity of different tasks to their target
completion time, the utility model and the Nash
bargaining theory are used to establish a taskaware flow scheduling model with heterogeneous
task utility characteristics. We develop two heuristic
algorithms with different practical constraints to
optimize the utility of system bandwidth resources
while guaranteeing fairness among tasks.
First, we model the sensitivity of tasks to their
completion time by utility, and achieve the unification
of task utility expressions. Second, on the basis
of Nash bargaining theory, we establish a taskaware flow scheduling model with heterogeneous
task utility characteristics, analyze it using Lagrange
multiplier method and KKT condition, and obtain
the optimal solution of the flow scheduling model.
Third, we propose two heuristic algorithms with
different practical constraints. Finally, we present
Tasch, a system that enables bandwidth-sensitive
tasks to maintain high system bandwidth utility
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and guarantees the fairness of utilities among tasks.
Experimental results demonstrate that communication
stages complete up to 1.4 faster on average, task
utilities increase up to 2.26, and the fairness of tasks
improves up to 8.66 using Tasch in comparison to perflow mechanisms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
differentiate our work from related research efforts in
Section 2. We establish a task-aware flow scheduling
model with heterogeneous task utility characteristics,
and analyze the model to design two algorithms to
obtain the optimal solution of the original problem in
Section 3. We describe the implementation of the
system in Section 4. We present experiment settings
and experimental results in Section 5 to demonstrate
the practicality and effectiveness of our design, and we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Related Work

In recent years, to better improve the network
performance and optimize the execution performance
of network in data center virtualization environment,
researchers have developed in-depth research on flow
scheduling.
For individual flow scheduling, the previous efforts
all use rate control to reduce flow completion time[8–13] .
DCTCP[14] and HULL[15] try to keep the fabric
queues small or empty by employing an adaptive
congestion control algorithm based on ECN[16] and
other mechanisms such as operating the network at
slightly less than 100% utilization, and packet pacing
to appropriately throttle long elephant flows. D2TCP[4] ,
an extension to DCTCP, adds deadline-awareness to
DCTCP by modulating the window size based on both
deadline information and the extent of congestion. D3[3]
proposes using deadline information in conjunction
with explicit rate control to associate rates to flows.
PDQ[1] and pFabric[2] try to minimize flow completion
time by tagging priority on the packets.
Flow-level scheduling optimization does not
perform well in improving data-parallel application
performance. To optimize the performance of a
network, an increasing number of researchers are
paying attention to application-level scheduling.
Varys[5] proposes SEBF algorithm and supplemented
Minimum Allocation for Desired Duration (MADD)
algorithm to implement coflow scheduling.
Considering that most nodes are selfish, GINS[17]
proposes a routing algorithm based on geographic
information and node selfishness to achieve a high
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delivery ratio and a lower hop count. DHCI[18]
implements a new dynamic Hadoop cluster on
IaaS architecture. TAPS[19] implements taskaware preemptive flow scheduling by allocating
corresponding time slots to tasks and sending flow
tables to route each flow in the task. Tailor[20] monitors
network status based on SDN technology and reroutes
the bottleneck flow in the task to lightly loaded
link to ensure that CCT is dynamically minimized.
Baraat[21] allocates a priority and a globally unified
task identifier to each task. Luo et al.[22] modeled
the problem of minimizing average CCT as a wellknown open shop scheduling problem, proposed an
approximation algorithm with an approximate ratio of
2, and implemented a distributed coflow scheduling
system D-CAS.
On the basis of above research efforts, CODA[23]
performs automatic identification and task-aware
flow scheduling without any a priori coflow
information. Aalo[6] employs discretized coflowaware least attained service to separate coflows into
a small number of priority queues based on how
much they have sent. By performing prioritization
across queues and by scheduling coflows in the FIFO
order within each queue, Aalo’s scheduler reduces
CCTs while guaranteeing starvation freedom. For tiny
tasks, OPTAS[24] monitors system calls and cache
information, identifies tiny tasks, allocates them a
higher priority, and shortens the completion time
of tiny tasks. Susanto et al.[25] proposed the stream
protocol, which uses the multi-to-one and many-tomany coflow modes to exchange information among
machines. It achieves better scalability than Aalo and
CODA.
However, all the existing efforts treat competing
coflows equally in minimizing CCTs, but some
limitations still exist. In a shared data center cluster,
different tasks may have different sensitivities to
their target completion time. Therefore, the utility
characteristics of network transfer tasks are also
different. Only the optimization of average task
completion time does not take into account the different
utility characteristics of tasks, resulting in poor utility
of system bandwidth resource allocation.
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architecture, especially the practice of multipath[26, 27] technology, data center network full
bisection bandwidth topologies have been considerably
improved. Therefore, this paper abstracts data center
network architecture as a hose model, as shown in
Fig. 1. In this model, the data center network is treated
as a giant non-blocking switch, and each machine is
connected through the access link. Communication
bandwidth among machines is limited only by
corresponding access links, while virtual machines
located on the same physical machine share the access
link bandwidth of the host.
This paper assumes that data center infrastructure
consists of M physical servers fP1 ; P2 ; : : : ; PM g
and N virtual machines fV1 ; V2 ; : : : ; VN g. The fullduplex access links of each physical server are
fL1 ; L2 ; : : : ; LM g. The uplink and downlink capacities
ul
of each access link are fC1ul ; C2ul ; : : : ; CM
g and
dl
dl
dl
fC1 ; C2 ; : : : ; CM g, respectively. loci;m 2 f0; 1g is
used to indicate whether virtual machine Vi is located
above physical server Pm .
3.2

Utility model

This paper studies a task-aware flow scheduling
with heterogeneous task utility characteristics.
A mathematical model is established and
solved by considering heterogeneous task utility
characteristics. System bandwidth resource utility
is optimized effectively while fairness among
tasks is guaranteed. Suppose that K network
transfer tasks ftask1 ; task2 ; : : : ; taskK g currently
exist, and the transfer requirements of each are
expressed in the form of a traffic matrix, namely,
ski;j ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg; i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; N g represents
the bytes that taskk needs to transfer from virtual
machine Vi to virtual machine Vj . This paper
uses sigmoid function to model each task utility
to characterize the sensitivity of tasks to its target
completion time. The approximate curve is shown in
Fig. 2.
A smooth curve corresponds to less sensitivity of the
Non-blocking data center network
L2

L1

3
3.1

Models and Formulas
Data center network model

With the continuous evolution of data center network

P1

P3

P2
VM

VM

Fig. 1

L4

L3

VM

VM

VM

...

P4
VM

Data center virtualization network model.
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Fig. 2

Sigmoid utility function curve.

task to its completion time. The utility function of taskk
can be expressed as
pk1
uk .t / D
(1)
2
3
1 C epk .t pk /
where pk1 represents the priority of taskk ; pk2 represents
the attenuation factor of the utility function, by
which the sensitivity of tasks to their completion
time is quantified; and pk3 represents the target
completion time of taskk . On the basis of the
above assumptions and definitions, the bandwidthsensitive network task scheduling problem to be
solved by a task-aware flow scheduling mechanism
can be described as determining the bandwidth
rki;j ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg; i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; N g allocated
for the flows in each task. Thus, the system bandwidth
resource utility can be optimized effectively while
guaranteeing fairness among tasks.
3.3

Scheduling model

In accordance with the utility characteristics of tasks,
this paper uses sigmoid utility function to describe the
relationship between task utility and target completion
time. Task completion time is closely related to task
size (the sum of all flows sizes in a task) and allocated
bandwidth (the sum of allocated bandwidth for all flows
in a task). For a task, its completion time depends on
the completion time of its bottleneck flow. In other
words, the task is unfinished before its bottleneck
flow is completed, regardless when other flows in the
task are completed. Therefore, this paper assumes that
all flows in the task are completed simultaneously
with the bottleneck flow of the task. At the same
time, to simplify the model, the uplink and downlink
bandwidths of access links are assumed to be the same,
the size is C , and total bandwidth allocated for taskk in
the optimal scheduling policy is rk . Thus, taskk size sk
is expressed as
N X
N
X
sk D
ski;j
(2)
i D1 j D1
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Then, the bandwidth rki;j allocated for each flow in
the task satisfies
s i;j  rk
s i;j
rki;j D k  rk D PN k PN i;j
(3)
sk
i D1
j D1 sk
Each flow in a task is shared as the total bandwidth
allocated by the task in proportion to the total size of the
task. Therefore, the original problem can be translated
into solving the total bandwidth allocated to each task
to optimize the utility of system bandwidth resource
allocation while guaranteeing the fairness of utilities
among tasks. In the utility function uk .t /, t represents
the completion time of taskk and satisfies
PN PN i;j
sk
i D1
j D1 sk
tD
D
(4)
rk
rk
Therefore, utility function can be converted into the
function of the bandwidth rk ,
 
pk1
sk
fk .rk / D uk
D
(5)
2
3
rk
1 C epk .sk =rk pk /
so fk .rk / can be expressed as
pk1
fk .rk / D
(6)
PN PN
i;j
2
3
1 C epk .. iD1 j D1 sk /=rk pk /
To optimize the utility of tasks, we need to allocate as
much bandwidth as possible to each task to reduce the
task completion time. However, due to the limitation
of bandwidth capacity, an upper limit exists for the
bandwidth allocated by tasks, as shown in Eq. (7).
P
PN i;j
C N
sk
i D1
j D1 sk
Uk D C  i  ;j  D
(7)
i  ;j 
sk
sk




ski ;j is the bottleneck flow size. In addition, to prevent
tasks from being starved, we allocate a minimum
bandwidth Lk to each task, and its corresponding task
utility value is the initial utility value of tasks, which is
expressed as
 
sk
0
fk D fk .Lk / D uk
(8)
Lk
Thus, fk0 can be expressed as
pk1
fk0 D
(9)
PN PN
i;j
2
3
1 C epk .. iD1 j D1 sk /=Lk pk /
To improve the utility of system bandwidth resources
as much as possible, and to some extent guarantee the
fairness of utilities among tasks, this paper uses Nash
bargaining theory to model the problem. We then solve
the following questions:
maximize

K
Y

Œfk .rk /

kD1

fk0 

(10)
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N
X

s.t.

0
loci;m  @

N
K X
X
s i;j
k

kD1 j D1

i D1

sk

1
rk A 6 C;

m 2 f1; 2; : : : ; M g
1
N
K X
N
X
X
skj;i
loci;m  @
rk A 6 C;
sk

(11)

0

kD1 j D1

i D1

m 2 f1; 2; : : : ; M g
Lk 6 rk 6 Uk ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg

(12)
(13)

The above optimization problem is mathematically
equivalent to solving
K
X
maximize
lnŒfk .rk / fk0 
(14)
kD1

3.4

Model analysis and solutions

We can solve Formula (14) by using the Lagrange
multiplier method and KKT condition. The Lagrange
function that corresponds to the original problem can
be expressed as
1
0
rk I ˛1 ; ˛2 ; : : : ; ˛M I
B ˇ ;ˇ ;:::;ˇ ;
C
B 1 2
C
M
Lagrange B
CD
@ 1; 2; : : : ; K I
A
ı1 ; ı2 ; : : : ; ıK
K
X


ln fk .rk /

fk0

M
X

˛m '1

mD1

kD1
K
X



k

 .rk

Lk /

kD1

K
X

M
X

ˇm '2 C

mD1

ık  .rk

Uk /

(15)

kD1

The calculation formulas
for '1 and '2 are
1 as follows:
0
'1 D

N
X
i D1

'2 D

N
X
i D1

loci;m  @

M X
N
X
s i;j
k

kD1 j D1

0
loci;m  @

sk

M X
N
X
s j;i
k

kD1 j D1

sk

 rk A

C

(16)

C

(17)

1
 rk A

According to KKT condition, to solve the original
problem,
we only need to solve the following equations:
8




P
PM PN ski;j
ˆ
N
ˆ
C D 0;
˛m
ˆ
i D1 loci;m
kD1
j D1 sk rk
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
m 2 f1; 2; : : : ; M gI
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
 .rk Lk / D 0; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; KgI
ˆ
ˆ
< k
@Lagrange./
D 0; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; KgI
@rk
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ık  .rk Uk / D 0; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; KgI
ˆ
ˆ




ˆ
ˆ
PN
PM PN skj;i
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ ˇm
C D 0;
ˆ
i D1 loci;m
kD1
j D1 sk rk
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
: m 2 f1; 2; : : : ; M g
(18)

The solution problem of the above equations
is a convex optimization problem with 2M C 3K
constraints. The complexity of the solution increases
significantly with the increase in the cluster size and
the number of tasks. Therefore, this paper will use a
heuristic algorithm to solve the original problem.
The objective of this paper is to optimize system
bandwidth resource utility as much as possible while
guaranteeing fairness among tasks. For taskk , suppose
its maximum utility value is fkmax (which can be
calculated according to utility function), and the
actual utility finally achieved is fk . Then, the utility
completion rate for defining taskk is
ucrk D fk =fkmax
(19)
This paper uses the well-known Gini coefficient and
Lorenz curve[28] in the field of economics to measure
the fairness of utilities among tasks. In economics,
the Lorenz curve is used to describe the unfairness
of social wealth distribution. The abscissa indicates
the accumulation of the proportion of population, the
ordinate indicates the accumulation of the proportion
of wealth, the 45-degree line indicates the absolute fair
distribution of wealth, and the curve formed by the
horizontal axis and the right straight line represents the
absolute unfair distribution of wealth, while the arc in
the middle is for the Lorenz curve. Close proximity
of the arc to the 45-degree line corresponds to fair
distribution of wealth. Let the area between the Lorentz
curve and the 45-degree line be A and the area between
the absolute unfair line and the absolute unfair line
be B: Then, the ratio of the Gini coefficient to A
and .A C B/ is defined to measure the unfairness of
the distribution of wealth. In this paper, we use the
cumulative proportion of tasks as the horizontal axis
and the cumulative ratio of utility completion rates as
the vertical axis, so that the Lorentz curve and the
Gini coefficient are applied to the measurement of the
fairness of utilities among tasks.
To optimize system bandwidth resource utilities
while guaranteeing fairness among tasks, this paper
proposes two utility-aware task bandwidth allocation
algorithms to solve the original problem. In accordance
with the support function and network conditions
of systems, we provide two bandwidth allocation
algorithms: non-blocking utility-aware task bandwidth
allocation algorithm and blocking utility-aware task
bandwidth allocation algorithm.
Non-blocking mode. The detailed process of the
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is
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Algorithm 1
Blocking utility-aware task bandwidth
allocation algorithm
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:

10:

11:

12:
13:
14:

input: Task traffic matrix ski;j ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg; i; j 2 f1;
2; : : : ; N g, sigmoid utility function parameter pk1 ; pk2 ; pk3
output: Bandwidth allocated for each flow in a task rki;j
Calculate the maximum utility of each task fkmax
Calculate the total size of a task sk
t D0
while t 6 T do
Calculate the utility of each task fK D .1  /t  fkmax
Calculate total bandwidth rk allocated for a task
according to fk
Calculate the bandwidth rki;j =sk  rk of each flow in a
task
if rki;j meets the access link bandwidth capacity
constraint then
Allocate remaining bandwidth to tasks with the
greatest utility per unit
break
end if
end while

Algorithm 2 Non-blocking utility-aware task bandwidth
allocation algorithm
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:

12:

13:
14:
15:
16:

mainly divided into two steps: (1) With the utility
proportional attenuation factor  2 .0; 1/ being set,
we attempt to ensure that all tasks to reach fkmax .
If not, then we use .1
 /  fkmax ; .1
 /2 
max
fk ; : : :, to attenuate the utility of each task. The
bandwidth allocated for each task is calculated based
on the attenuated task utility, and whether the currently
allocated bandwidth meets the access link bandwidth
capacity constraint is determined; (2) In the case of
satisfying the access link bandwidth capacity constraint,
the remaining bandwidth is allocated to the task with the
largest unit bandwidth utility to maximize the system
bandwidth resource utility.
Blocking mode. In the non-blocking utility-aware
task bandwidth allocation algorithm, the arriving tasks
do not need to wait, and all tasks in the system
allocate bandwidth proportionally according to the task
scheduling algorithm. When the number of concurrent
tasks in the system exceeds the tolerance of the access
link, the bandwidth allocated to each task in the system
is too small, the task completion time is too long,
and the task cannot even be completed within an
acceptable time range, thereby resulting in performance
degradation or even system crash. We adopt a strategy
of controlling the number of concurrent tasks, setting
the task concurrent limit, and queuing the tasks in the
system that exceed the concurrent limit for service.
The detailed process of the algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2. The algorithm is mainly divided into four
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17:

18:
19:
20:

input: Task traffic matrix ski;j ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg; i; j 2
f1; 2; : : : ; N g, sigmoid utility function parameter pk1 ; pk2 ; pk3
output: Bandwidth allocated for each flow in a task rki;j
Calculate the maximum utility of each task fkmax
Calculate the total size of a task sk
t D0
while t 6 T do
maxTask D C
for all sk ; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg do
if maxTask > 0 then
Calculate the utility of each task fK D .1 /t 
fkmax
Calculate total bandwidth rk allocated for a task
according to fk
Calculate the bandwidth rki;j =sk  rk of each
flow in a task
maxTask - end if
end for
if rki;j meets the access link bandwidth capacity
constraint then
Allocate remaining bandwidth to tasks with the
greatest utility per unit
break
end if
end while

steps: (1) First, a task concurrent limit maxTask is
set. When a task arrives, maxTask performs a selfdecreasing operation. If maxTask is reduced to 0, then
the subsequent tasks are queued for service. (2) Second,
by setting utility proportional attenuation factor  2
.0; 1/, we attempt to ensure that all tasks reach fkmax .
If not, then we use .1
 /  fkmax ; .1
/2 
max
fk ; : : :, to attenuate the utility of each task. The
bandwidth allocated for each task is calculated based
on the attenuated task utility, and whether the currently
allocated bandwidth meets the access link bandwidth
capacity constraint is determined. (3) In the case of
satisfying the access link bandwidth capacity constraint,
the remaining bandwidth is allocated to the task with
the largest unit bandwidth utility to maximize the
system bandwidth resource utility. (4) When a task is
completed, it performs an auto-increment operation on
maxTask, so that subsequent tasks waiting for service
can be scheduled. Therefore, in the case of an extremely
congested system network, Algorithm 2 implements the
control of concurrent tasks number in the system and
improves the performance of the system in handling
network congestion.
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4

System Implementation

The prototype system of this paper, namely, a task-level
flow scheduling system in a data center virtualization
environment, integrates with the existing OpenStack
platform of Southeast University to better meet the
network transfer performance requirements of different
types of applications running in each virtual machine of
the platform. We implement a global flow scheduling
module with heterogeneous task utility characteristics at
the control node and use task-aware method to schedule
flows in a task that has different utility functions,
thereby optimizing the total utility of system bandwidth
resources as much as possible while guaranteeing
fairness among tasks.
The overall structure of the system is shown in
Fig. 3. The system is mainly divided into three
levels. The bottom layer is the virtual cloud host
where applications are deployed. Virtual machines are
connected to each other through OVS. Virtual machines
on the same physical node share the network resources
of the host physical node, but virtual machines among
different physical nodes communicate with each other
through the GRE tunnel. In the middle is virtualization
layer, where the network performance requirements of
tasks with different utilities types can be satisfied by
using Qdisc technique. At the top is the coordination
control layer, where we implement a task-aware flow
scheduling mechanism with heterogeneous task utility
characteristics, guaranteeing fairness among tasks
while maximizing the total utility of system bandwidth
Coordinating control node

Management and monitoring

Host information, network status and task information
maintenance

Task-aware scheduling
module

Communication
module

Virtualization layer
User space
Netlink client

Agent module

REST

Kernel space
Flow scheduling
policy cache

Netlink server

TC Qdisc

Virtual cloud host
Virtual
Machine

Fig. 3

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Task-level flow scheduling system architecture.

resources. In addition, this paper implements a system
management and monitoring module to achieve system
monitoring and task submission.
On the basis of above description, the task-aware flow
scheduling system with heterogeneous utility characteristics for data center networks implemented in this
paper mainly includes the following three modules:
Flow scheduling module. On the basis of task
awareness, this paper designs and implements a flow
scheduling module for heterogeneous task utilities.
This module mainly contains five submodules: state,
utils, core, algorithm, and communication. The state
submodule maintains the physical host and virtual
host information, network status, and task information,
among others. The utils submodule provides some
auxiliary tool functions, such as conversion between
local endian and network endian. Communication
submodule is responsible for communication with each
physical node. The algorithm submodule implements
the utility-aware task bandwidth allocation algorithms
based on the theoretical model proposed in this
paper. Finally, these modules are organically integrated
through a core submodule, and a task-aware flow
scheduler with heterogeneous task utility characteristics
is realized.
Virtualized layer flow queue management module.
This module is used to deploy the flow scheduling
policy which is calculated by the coordination control
layer to physical nodes, so that the system can allocate
bandwidth resources for each task according to the
flow scheduling policy. It is divided into two parts:
user space and kernel space. Based on the Linux TC,
Netlink[29] , and qdisc technologies, the flow scheduling
policy is deployed to physical nodes so that system can
allocate the required bandwidth resources for each task
according to the flow scheduling policy.
System monitoring module. Users can submit tasks
and real-time monitoring of system status through
system management and monitoring module. On the
basis of Go language and the beego framework, this
paper develops a system management and monitoring
module. The submodules mainly included in this
module are ui, views, controller, collect, submit, and
so on.

5

Experiment

To verify the effectiveness of the task-aware flow
scheduling system with heterogeneous task utility
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characteristics, we tested indicators such as utility
fairness, system bandwidth resource utility, and task
completion time, and then compared and analyzed our
method with existing methods. This section will first
introduce experiment settings and then present and
analyze relevant results of the experiment.
5.1

Experiment settings

Cluster. This paper conducted experiments on eight
virtual machines located on five physical server nodes
of the Southeast University cloud computing platform.
We set the bandwidths to 800 Mbps per machine on
clusters, and use T D 1 s as default.
Metric. Our primary metric for comparison is the
improvement in average task completion time and total
task utilities in the workload. For the average task
completion, the improvement factor is expressed as
follows:
current duration
Factor of improvement D
(20)
modified duration
For total task utilities, the improvement factor is
expressed as follows:
modified utilities
Factor of improvement D
(21)
current utilities
In the experiment, our baseline of comparison is the
per-flow fairness mechanism.
Workload. Our workload is based on a Hive/
MapReduce trace on Facebook, which was collected on
a 3000-machine cluster with 150 racks. The original
cluster had a 10:1 core-to-rack oversubscription ratio
with a total bisection bandwidth of 300 Gbps. This
experimental data contains 526 tasks, each of which
consists of many parallel flows. We used three utility
functions. The settings of the task utility functions are
shown in Table 1.
5.2

Fig. 4

Lorenz curve of task utility fairness.

Table 2 Gini coefficient of different strategies.
Scheme
Gini coefficient
Baseline
0.5502
Varys
0.1410
Tasch
0.0635

The Lorentz curve of task utility completion rate in
Fig. 4 shows that the non-task-aware baseline Lorenz
curve is the most curved, Tasch is the closest to the
optimal fairness, and Varys is in the middle. Taskaware Varys and Tasch are considerably better than
non-task-aware baseline in guaranteeing the fairness of
utility among tasks. Given that Tasch fully considers
the fairness of the completion rate of task utilities, its
performance is more effective than that of Varys. Table
2 lists the Gini coefficients using three different
schemes. The Gini coefficient of Tasch is only about
45% of Varys.
The experimental results and analysis indicate that
Tasch can better guarantee the fairness of utilities
among tasks.
5.3

Task utility and system utility

We measure the task utilities and the total utilities of
system bandwidth resources. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3.

Utility fairness

We compare the task-aware flow scheduling proposed
in this paper with heterogeneous task utility
characteristics with the baseline (non-task awareness),
Varys. By processing the experimental data, we obtain
the Lorentz curve and the Gini coefficient, which
represent the fairness of task utilities in Fig. 4 and
Table 2.
Table 1
Ratio
0.1

Setting of task utility functions.
Utility function
2
uk .t / D
0:1.t sk /
1Ce

0.8

uk .t / D

0.1

uk .t / D

2
1Ce0:5.t
2
1Ce1:1.t

sk /
sk /

Fig. 5

Task utility for different schemes.

Table 3 Total utility of bandwidth resources for different
schemes.
Scheme
Total utility
Baseline
167.6265
Varys
341.7698
Tasch
378.0665
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Figure 5 shows the utility of each task with different
schemes (sorted by utility from small to large). Tasch
can achieve considerably higher utility than non-taskaware baseline and Varys. However, compared with
the other two schemes, Tasch can remarkably improve
the minimum utility value of tasks. The total utility
information of the bandwidth resources listed in Table
3 indicates that the utility of Varys and Tasch is more
than twice that of non-task-aware baseline, and the
performance of Tasch is about 10% higher than that of
Varys.
The above experimental results and analysis indicate
that Tasch can effectively improve the utility of each
task and the total utility of system bandwidth resources.
5.4

Task completion time

We test the task completion time under different
schemes. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and
Table 4.
Figure 6 depicts the CDF curves for the task
completion time for different schemes. Tasch can
achieve significantly higher utility than baseline and
Varys. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the task completion
time of Varys and Tasch is significantly better than
that of non-task-aware baseline. Varys’ task completion
time is slightly better than that of Tasch, because
Varys is mainly based on SEBF, aiming to optimize
task completion time as much as possible, while
Tasch aims to guarantee the fairness of utilities among
tasks as much as possible while optimizing the total
utility of system bandwidth resources. The average task
completion time using three different schemes is listed
in Table 4. The average task completion time with Varys
and Tasch is significantly lower than that of baseline,

while the average task completion time for Tasch is only
about 9% higher than that of Varys. The comprehensive
experimental results show that Tasch can effectively
improve total utility of system bandwidth resources
while achieving task completion time performance
close to that of Varys.
5.5

T-granularity

To explore the impact of T-granularity, we take T D
0:1 s; T D 0:5 s; T D 1 s, and T D 2 s; and compare
Tasch with baseline and Varys. The experimental results
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and in Tables 5 and 6.
Figure 7 shows the impact of T-granularity changes
on task utilities. As can be seen from Fig. 7 and Table 5,
as the T-granularity is refined, the total utility of system
bandwidth resources increases. However, a comparison
of the utilities at T D 2 s; T D 1 s; T D 0:5 s, and
T D 0:1 s shows that the change in the T -granularity
did not considerably increase the total utility of system
bandwidth resources. In addition, a comparison of the
task utilities of non-blocking Tasch and blocking Tasch
under the same T value shows that the task utilities
of the two algorithms are almost the same. Thus, the
granularity of T has little to do with the performance of
blocking Tasch and non-blocking Tasch algorithms in
terms of task utilities.
Figure 8 shows the impact of T-granularity changes
on the average task completion time. As can be seen
from Fig. 8 and Table 6, as the value of T-granularity

Total task utilities
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386

No blocking-Tasch

384

Blocking-Tasch

382
380
378
376
374

372

Fig. 7
Fig. 6

CDF curve of the task completion time.

Table 4 Average task completion time with different
schemes.
Scheme
Average task completion time (ms)
Baseline
2041
Varys
1338
Tasch
1469

2

1
0.5
T-granularity (s)

0.1

Impact of different T-granularity on task utilities.

Table 5 Impact of different T-granularity on total task
utilities.
T (s)
No blocking-Tasch
Blocking-Tasch
2.0
378.5
377.5
1.0
379.8
379.8
0.5
381.5
381.8
0.1
385.2
385.5
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772 600
772 500
772 400

772 300
772 200
772 100

2

1
0.5
T-granularity (s)

0.1

Fig. 8 Impact of different T-granularity on average task
completion time.
Table 6 Impact of different T-granularity on total task
completion time.
T (s)
No blocking-Tasch (ms)
Blocking-Tasch (ms)
2.0
772 918
772 926
1.0
772 661
772 661
0.5
772 535
772 538
0.1
772 439
772 439

in the experiment becomes smaller, the average task
completion time is also reduced. As T becomes smaller,
the average completion time of tasks changes less and
less.
In addition, a comparison of the impact of blocking
Tasch and non-blocking Tasch on the average task
completion time shows that the average task completion
time of blocking Tasch and non-blocking Tasch is
almost the same in the same T case. This finding shows
that T-granularity has little to do with the performance
of two algorithms in terms of task completion time.
A further analysis of the experimental data shows
that, for example, if the expected completion time
of a task is 0.4 s, when T D 1 s, then the system
allocates bandwidth to the task in units of T, and the
task completion time is at least 1 s. At T D 0:1 s, the
average completion time of a task can reach 0.4 s at
the minimum, which can reduce the task completion
time by 0.6 s, reduce applications’ waiting time, and
improve the performance of systems. Therefore, if the
size of tasks in the system is very small, then T ’s value
can be appropriately adjusted to reduce the average
task completion time, improve the performance of task
scheduling, and better meet the needs of applications.
5.6

Impact of congestion

On the basis of flow data and utility function in
the experimental setup, the experiment was performed

Tasch/Varys
5

Tasch/Base

4-

3210

Blocking-Tasch/Varys

Blocking-Tasch/Base
4.15 4.53

4.02 4.02

3.57 3.57
2.01 2.01

1.32 1.44

1.28 1.28

1.17 1.17

0.99 0.99

-

Blocking-Tasch

-

772 800

with T D 1 s. Tasch is compared with baseline and
Varys. The experimental results are shown in Figs. 9
and 10.
Figure 9 depicts the impact of different numbers of
concurrent tasks on total task utilities. In a data center
network, network load conditions are changing all the
time. To better understand the impact of network load
conditions on scheduling performance, experiments
are performed by changing the number of concurrent
tasks at the same time. We can see from Fig. 9 that
as the number of concurrent tasks increases, Tasch’s
performance also increases. The performance of Tasch
is much higher than that of baseline. Unlike Varys,
Tasch can effectively improve the total utility, and as the
number of concurrent tasks increases, the performance
of Tasch becomes much better than that of Varys.
Therefore, Tasch is more adaptable to a higher network
load. As can also be seen from Fig. 9, non-blocking
Tasch and blocking Tasch have the same scheduling
effect when the network load is not high. As network
load continues to increase, the performance of blocking
Tasch will be better than that of non-blocking Tasch.
For example, when the number of concurrent tasks is
200, the performance of blocking Tasch is about 9%
higher than that of non-blocking Tasch. This finding
shows that the blocking Tasch performs better when the
network is overloaded.
Figure 10 shows the impact of the number of
concurrent tasks on average task completion time. From
Fig. 10, we can see that Tasch’s average task completion
time is significantly better than that of the non-task-

-

No blocking-Tasch

Factor of improvement

772 900

100
150
Number of concurrent coflows

50

200

Fig. 9 Impact of different numbers of concurrent tasks on
task utility.
Tasch/Varys
25
Factor of improvement

Total task completion time (ms)

773 000
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Tasch/Base

Blocking-Tasch/Varys

Blocking-Tasch/Base
23.00

20
15
10
5
0

11.97
8.35 8.35

8.71 8.71

6.12 6.12
1.00 1.00
50

0.78 0.78

0.66 0.66

100
150
Number of concurrent coflows

0.79 1.52
200

Fig. 10 Impact of the number of concurrent tasks on the
average task completion time.
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aware baseline’s average task completion time, where
the average task completion time of Varys is slightly
better than that of non-blocking Tasch. Tasch sacrificed
some of the average task completion time and achieved
an increase in the total utility of tasks. When the number
of concurrent tasks < 200, the blocking Tasch and the
non-blocking Tasch have similar processing capabilities
for tasks. However, when the number of concurrent
tasks is 200, the average task completion time of the
blocking Tasch is not only higher than that of Varys but
is also 1.52 times that of Varys. Combined with Fig.
9, we can conclude that when the number of concurrent
tasks is large, the blocked Tasch can better control the
network congestion and improve the performance of
network scheduling.
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